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Through the decomposition theorem of Lebesgue and Darst it is possible to 
define a generalized Radon-Nikodym derivative of a bounded additive set function 
with respect to a bounded countably additive set function. For a bounded amart the 
derivatives of the components are shown to converge almost everywhere. This 
result, together with a characterization of amarts, yields a theorem stated by Chat- 
terji whose proof is incorrect. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider an algebra ST of subsets of a set Q. The class M := M(F) of all 
bounded additive set functions p: r + IR is a Banach lattice for the natural 
linear and lattice operations and the variation norm. The space M may be 
represented in essentially two ways as a sum of complementary complete 
ideals: first, M has a Yosida-Hewitt decomposition into the ideal Mp of all 
purely finitely additive set functions in M and the ideal MC of all countably 
additive set functions in M; second, for each set function A E M, A4 has a 
Lebesgue-Darst decomposition into the ideal MAC of all A-continuous set 
functions in M and the ideal M*S of all I-singular set functions in M. Let CA 
denote the band projection of A4 into MAC. For A E MC one has C”p E MC for 
all p E M. Furthermore, let J denote the extension isomorphism from M’(X) 
to W(m, where 9 is the u-algebra generated by Y, and let R’ denote the 
Radon-Nikodym operator which assigns to each set function in McJA”(F) a 
density with respect to A. Then R A o J is an isometric lattice isomorphism 
from MAC to L ‘(F, JA) and has a unique extension to a continuous lattice 
homomorphism defined in the whole of M which is given by 
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DA := RA o JO CA. For ,u E M the function D’p is said to be the generalized 
Radon-Nikodym derivative of ,u with respect to A. Details may be found in 
1191. 
Consider now a non-decreasing sequence of algebras ST, of subsets of a set 
a, and let flm := (J Xn. For n E N U { 03 }, define operators with respect to 
Fn as above by adding the index n. A map 5: Q -+ N U (CO} is a stopping 
time if (t = p} E XP holds for all p E R\l. A stopping time r is bounded if 
sup, r(w) is finite. Let T denote the class of all bounded stopping times. For 
rET, the class <:={AE&,IAnft=p}EYp for all pE[N} is an 
algebra, and if P: flm -+ IR is an additive set function, then R,p denotes its 
restriction to X7. 
A set function process y := {pn E 44(X”) ) n E N } is bounded, if 
supN /p, ( (a) is finite, and an amart, if the family {p,(L?) ( T E T} converges; 
here each set function ,u~ is defined by p&4) := C&4 n {r = p}), A E flZ, 
and belongs to M(Y7). From now on, let a nonnegative set function 
L E Mc(Xa) be fixed and define C, := Ct-” and D, := Dt& for all n E R\J, 
and D, := D”, . 
The purpose of this paper is to prove that for a bounded amart or the 
generalized Radom-Nikodym derivatives D,,u,, converge almost everywhere 
(that is, on the complement of a (J,L)-null set). This result, together with a 
suitable characterization of amarts, yields a theorem stated by Chatterji. 
The proof of the amart convergence theorem proceeds as follows. In 
Section 2, each amart is shown to be the sum of a martingale and a potential. 
Convergence theorems for a bounded martingale and a potential are proven 
in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. The amart convergence theorem is a direct 
consequence of these results and given in Section 5. We conclude with some 
remarks on methods and history in Section 6. 
For mEN and oET define R\J(m):={nER\JIm<n} and T(o):= 
(r E Tla ,< r}. 
2. THE RIESZ DECOMPOSITION OF AN AMART 
A set function process kt is a martingale if ,u,, = R,p,+ i holds for all n E N 
or, equivalently, if the family {,u~(S~) 1 r E T} is constant. 
2.1. LEMMA. A set function process, y is a martingale tf and only if there 
is an additive set function p: XL + F? such that p, = R,p holds for all n E R\1. 
A set function process y is a bounded martingale if and only tf there is a set 
function p E M(Xm) such that p,, = R,p holds for all n E % 
Proof If ~1 is a martingale, then the function P := 1irn.u” has the desired 
properties. The remaining assertions are easily checked. I 
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A set function process y is a potential if the family (1~~1 (a)/ r E T) 
converges to zero. 
2.2. LEMMA. A set function process F is an amart if and only tf there is a 
martingale g such that y -I is a potential. 
Proof: Let ~1 be an amart. For each E E (0, co) there is some stopping 
time K E T such that 
lP”(W - ,u,Wl < E 
holds for all V, K E T(K). For t E T(K), A E z and c E T(r) define stopping 
times V, K E T(K) by letting 
u(w) := I 
4w) if oEA 
maxP@), r(w)j if WE&$ 
and 
n(w) := I 
r(w) if WEA 
m4o(w), ~(41 if wEa\P. 
This yields 
b,(A) - PAA >I = I/@) - ~u,Wl < E 
and shows that ,L? := lim,u, exists and is an additive set function on &,. 
Letting u tend to infinitely yields 
F’(A) -~u,(Al < E 
for all r E T(K) and A E S,. Therefore one has 
for all r E T(K). This relation implies that the process i := (R&I II E N} is a 
martingale and shows that the process ~1 - ,@ is a potential. The converse 
assertion follows from a triangle inequality. I 
2.3. THEOREM. Every amart is the sum of a martingale and a potential. 
The decomposition is unique. If the amart is bounded, then so is the 
martingale. 
Proof: The existence of such a decomposition follows from the preceding 
lemma. I f  g is an amart and 9 an arbitrary martingale such that y - @’ is a 
potential, then @’ is identical with the martingale y’ constructed in Lemma 2.2 
because of the relation 
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Therefore the decomposition is unique. The assertion concerning boun- 
dedness is obvious. 1 
This theorem is called the Riesz decomposition of an amart. 
A set function process p is a super-martingale if ,u, > R,,u,,+ I holds for all 
n E N. A positive super-martingale is a Doob-potential if the sequence 
{,~,(a) I n E NJ converges to zero. Note that each Doob-potential is in 
particular a potential. 
2.4. COROLLARY. A set function process p is an amart if and only if 
there is a martingale d and a Doob-potential p’ such that Ip,, - k,,) < & holds 
for all n E N. 
Proof: If y is an amart and p the martingale constructed in Lemma 2.2, 
then the process y’ defined by 
is a positive super-martingale such that 
holds for all n E N. Since ~1 -I is a potential, ~1’ is a Doob-potential. Again, 
the converse assertion follows from a triangle inequality. 1 
3. CONVERGENCE OF A BOUNDED MARTINGALE 
By Lemma 2.1, each bounded martingale p is generated by a function 
,U E M(Xa). By the Lebesgue-Darst decomposition, this function may be 
decomposed into a I-continuous part and a I-singular part, and each of these 
functions generates a martingale in turn. We discuss these special cases 
separately. 
3.1. LEMMA. Let p E Wc(Sr,). Then lim D,R,p = D,p almost 
everywhere. 
Proof: If E, is the conditional expectation operator with respect to R”, 
then one has D,R,P = E,D,,u for all n E R\J. This and the well-known 
property lim E,D,p = D,l implies the assertion. B 
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The operators R, do not act symmetrically on the spaces MAc(Sr,) and 
MAS(.Fm). Whereas the function R,p is (R,A)-continuous if @ is A-continuous 
it need not be (R,J)-singular if ,U is I-singular. Therefore it cannot be 
expected that the generalized Radon-Nikodym derivatives of R,,u vanish, but 
it can be shown that they converge to zero: 
3.2. LEMMA. Let p E iW’“(sT,). Then lim D,R,p = 0 almost everywhere. 
Proof Define X, := D, R,p and let 2, be an &-measurable step 
function such that C in 1 X, - Z, 1 d(J,R,A) ( co holds. For all E, 
6 E (0, co) there is some NE R\l such that 
and a set A E Fm such that 
IPI (A) < 03 (3.2) 
and 
n&&4) < 6. (3.3) 
For n E IN(N) define 
B, :=A f? {lZ,( > E, max{lZ,( 1 ICE {IV, 2 ,..., n - l}} < E}. 
From the definition of the functions X,, and from (3.2) one concludes 
nzN I, Ixnl WnR,J) < ~8. (3.4) 
II 
Since the restriction of J,,u to $n is identical with J,R,,u, the inequalities 
(3.1) and (3.4) yield for all ME N(N) 
< 5 j lZ,ld(J,R,A) < 2~6. 
n=N B, 
Letting M tend to infinity gives 
From the definition of the sets B, and form (3.5) and (3.3) one obtains 
(J,Wyg IZnI > &I) < M* 
(3.5) 
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This yields lim 2, = 0 almost everywhere. Inequality (3.1) implies 
This yields lim(X, - Z,) = 0 almost everywhere. Therefore one has 
lim X,, = 0 almost everywhere. m 
From the Lebesgue-Darst decomposition and the preceding lemmas we 
deduce the convergence theorem for an arbitrary bounded martingale: 
3.3. THEOREM. Let F be a bounded martingale. Then lim D,p,, = 
D, lim ,a,, almost everywhere. 
4. CONVERGENCE OF A POTENTIAL 
For NE N let F(N) denote the class of all bounded stopping times Q for 
the sequence {$, 1 n E N} such that N < f holds. If p is a set function 
process and f a stopping time in T(l), then 
,&(A) := s <J,C,PJ@ n if= PI)> A E&, 
defines a set function in M(Fr). By [ 18, Lemma 2.11 one has 
This identity and the next lemma will be used to prove a maximal inequality. 
4.1. LEMMA. Let y be a set function process. Then 
holds for all NE [N. 
ProoJ Fix NE N, E E (0, co), 7 E F(N), and let M := maxn r(w). Define 
GN := (t= N}, choose A, E RN such that 
holds for all k E {N, N + I,..., M}, and let D, := A,. For p E {N + 1, 
N + 2,..., M} define B, := nf:i Ai and G, := {r= p} n B,, choose A, E Fp 
such that 
IJ,C,lu,I (G, AA,) < c/M2 
683/11/l-S 
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holds for all k E { p, p + l,..., M}, and let D, := A, n B,. Note that the sets 
D,, pE {N,N+ l,..., M} are mutually disjoint. From G,n Bi = 0 one 
concludes G, A Dp E G, A A,, and consequently G, c (G, A AP) U D,. 
Furthermore, one has 
{f=N}c(G,AA,)UD, 
and, for all p E {N + 1, N + 2 ,..., Ml, 
(~=p}=((i=p}nA,)u... u((f=p}nA;n... nA;-2nAp-,) 
u({f=p}nA;n+.. nA;-,nA;-,) 
5(G,AA,)U--a u(G,-,AA,_,)U(G,AA,)UD,; 
hence 
lJpcpPpI (If= Pi) < e/M+ l&l (D,) 
holds for all p E {N, N + l,..., M). This yields 
x IJpCpcc,I (If= P}) < 2: 1~~1 (D,) + E. 
Define now a stopping time t E T(N) by letting 
P if wED,,pE {N,N+ l,..., M} 
r(w) := 
A4 if wE0 
\ 
? D,. 
peN 
Then 
From this the assertion follows. m 
4.2. LEMMA. Let F be a set function process. Then 
s(J,n)({sup lD,~u,l > ~1) ;UJ IAI (Q) 
N(N) 
holds for all E E (0, ao) and NE N. 
ProoJ Fix E E (0, co ) and N E N. For n E R\J (N) define 
A, := {ID,,u,,( > E, max{lDk&I I kE {N, 2 ,..., n - l}} Q E}. 
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For ME N(N) define a stopping time Q4) E T by letting 
n 
if WEA,, nE {N,N+ I,..., M} 
(?(M))(w) := 
n4 if oER 
\ 
$J A,. 
n=N 
The preceding lemma and the identity D,p, = D,C,p,, yield 
From this the assertion follows. I 
From this maximal inequaliry we deduce the convergence theorem for a 
potential: 
4.3. THEOREM. Let p be a potential. Then lim D,p,, = 0 almost 
everywhere. 
ProoJ: From the definition of a potential it follows that for all E, 
S E (0, 00) there is some NE iN such that supTcN, Ipurl (0) < ES. Combining 
this with the maximal inequality proves the theorem. I 
5. CONVERGENCE OF A BOUNDED AMART 
The following theorem is a consequence of the Riesz decomposition of an 
amart and the convergence theorems for a bounded martingale and a 
potential: 
5.1. THEOREM. Let y be a bounded amart. Then lim D,p,, = D, limp, 
almost everywhere. 
Because of Corollary 2.4 this result may be reformulated as follows: 
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5.2. COROLLARY. Let y be a bounded set function process. If there is a 
martingale b and a Doob-potential y’ such that 1 p,, - ,C,, 1 < &, holds for all 
n E R\J, then lim D,,u, = D, limp” almost everywhere. 
6. REMARKS 
Amarts have been introduced and studied as stochastic processes for 
which almost everywhere convergence obtains if they are bounded; see the 
papers by Austin, Edgar, and Ionescu Tulcea [3], Baxter [5,6], Chacon [7], 
Chen [9, IO], and Edgar and Sucheston [12]. Since amarts are defined by 
fixing the behaviour of expectations of stopped random variables, it is 
natural to define them as set function processes and to study the convergence 
behaviour of the generalized Radon-Nikodym derivatives of their com- 
ponents. 
The decomposition of a bounded additive set function into a purely finitely 
additive function and a countably additive function was introduced by 
Woodbury [2 1 ] and proven by Yosida and Hewitt [22]; the decomposition 
of a bounded additive set function into a A-continuous function and a 1- 
singular function was proven by Darst [ 111. The construction of the operator 
DA was indicated by Chatterji [8], but he did not point out its properties. 
The Riesz decomposition and the subsequent characterization of an amart 
generalize results of Ghoussoub and Sucheston on amarts as stochastic 
processes [ 131. 
The method of proving the martingale convergence theorem presented in 
Section 3 goes back to Andersen and Jessen [ 1,2] and was used again by 
Johansen and Karush [ 151, Baez-Duarte [4], Chatterji [8], and Lamb [ 171. 
The importance of a maximal inequality for proving almost everywhere 
convergence has been stressed by, among other authors, Baez-Duarte [4], 
Chatterji [8], Chen [9, IO], Edgar and Sucheston [12], and Lamb [16]. 
The proof of Lemma 3.2 is similar to that given by Chatterji in [8]. It may 
be shortened by using the extension theorem for an additive set function as 
given by Horn and Tarski [ 141 which renders the approximation by step 
functions superfluous. 
Theorem 5.1 has the following application: if p is a set function process 
which results from integrating a stochastic process {X, ] n E R\l} and if there 
is a process &* with @,A)-singular components such that y and y* sum up 
to a bounded amart, then the stochastic process converges almost 
everywhere. Thus Theorem 5.1 seems to enlarge the class of stochastic 
processes for which an almost everywhere convergence theorem is known. 
Corollary 5.2 was stated by Chatterji in [8]. His proof however is 
incorrect since, in the language of [ 81, for n > N the sets B, are not 
necessarily contained in the algebra G,. 
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In [20] Uhl argued that “it is too much to expect to be able to deduce 
such results from the properties of finitely additive set functions.” This is 
true insofar as all generalizations of the martingale converge theorem seem 
to require, in an essential way, a standard result on conditional expectations. 
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